
Private Jets Charter

Private jet travel commands quality and 
proficiency in every aspect of service, from 
pricing to safety to travel arrangements. 
Discerning travelers require a jet charter 
service with the experience and 
relationships to find the flight and jet they 
need at a value they appreciate. Our 
clients have come to repeatedly count on 
us to meet or exceed their expectations.

Our unparalleled service will make your 
private jet charters smooth and efficient. 
Let us personally handle every detail of 
your flight arrangements, including 
competitive price comparisons, efficient 
scheduling, and all catering and concierge 
needs. 

Our priority is to make every aspect of your 
jet charter experience seamless and 
comfortable, with your unique needs in 
mind at every turn. Through years of 
experience, we have developed 
relationships and skills to find the best 
quotes, the most precise coordination, and 
the most luxurious private jets. We have 
affiliations with the largest networks of 
private jet operations all over the world, 
ensuring we can match you with the ideal 
aircraft, locations, timing, and pricing. The 
vast range of our luxury and executive 
private jet access will accommodate any 
size travel party, and any distance range. 
Private jets are available in all sizes, from 
jumbo heavy jets to turboprops or 
helicopters.
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Safe Flights
100% Wyvern-compliant flights

Private Jet Charters proudly upholds 
the utmost safety procedures, 
guidelines, and licensing. Your safety 
and our pilots safety are our number 
one priority. As a rule we utilize two 
pilots on all flights. Private air safety 
is ensured by the Federal guidelines 
Part 135 of the Federal Aviation 
Administration.

Unsurpassed Service
Consider It Done is our motto

Private Jets Charter is known for our 
outstanding and unparalleled 
customer service. Our experience 
handling private jet service for high 
end travel shows in the details we 
are able to anticipate seamlessly. We 
leave no leaf unturned in terms of 
serving our clients. Our staff has a 
sole purpose with you in mind.

Highly Experienced
With thousands of charters 
booked

Private Jets Charter brings over 10 
years experience in the private jet 
rental industry. Our service is above 
and beyond the standard brokering 
that you encounter with smaller 
companies. Finding the best quote 
with precise timing, locations, and 
the ideal jet for your needs takes 
finesse.

Convenience & Comfort
On a private jet charter

Convenience is probably the most 
important factor when you charter a 
private jet. Opting for a charter jet 
over commercial airlines is opting for 
supreme convenience over extreme 
inconvenience. When you utilize 
charter jets, you are in essence, 
choosing your personalized flight 
details.

Executive Travel
Maximize Business 
Productivity

Business jet travel has become 
increasingly prevalent as the demand 
for productivity rises alongside global 
commerce. Business is conducted all 
over the world, and face to face 
meetings pay for themselves 
threefold.

Vacation in style
Charter for pleasure 
around the world

A vacation is undeniably more 
enjoyable when you book a private 
flight. Your entire party is able to 
travel together in a group, which 
means your vacation can start on the 
private jet flight, even before 
reaching your destination.

Our Fleet
Luxury. Safety. Variety.

We have access to any private 
aircraft size and style, and will 
determine the best aircraft for your 
trip. All of our operators, aircraft, and 
crew meet or exceed FAA 
requirements for safety, are ARG/US 
rated Gold or Platinum for safety, and 
100% Wyvern compliant.

Highest Value
In The Industry

At Private Jets Charter, we understand 
the value of your time and your 
investment. We compare from our vast 
network of private planes to find the 
most competitive rate situation. We will 
find the most efficient routing, pricing 
and get you in a jet that satisfied your 
needs without wasting excess fule & 
space.
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20405 Oak Bluff Drive 
Montgomery Village, MD 20886

Phone : 888-298-6993
Fax : 727-489-6936

contact@privatejetscharter.com
www.privatejetscharter.com
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